GILDING WITH KOLNER INSTACOLL
By Lauren Sepp
In the world of gilding, the question that arises frequently is “can I oil gild a surface and get the look of burnished
gold without water gilding.” The answer has always been
“no”. The reason is simple: you cannot use an agate burnisher on oil gilding. It will scratch the leaf, not polish
it. A brief explanation of the techniques will explain the
reasons why this happens.

Kolner Products was established in Cologne
Germany in 1979 and now makes its home
in Dresden Germany. Kolner is recognized for
their innovative water-based adhesives for gold
leaf. In the USA Kolner is best known for their
Kolner Burnishing Clay, a water-based, onelayer gilder’s clay, which replaces the gesso and
bole layers of traditional water gilding. Kolner
has a full range of water-based products that
includes gilding adhesives for metal leaf, gilding on stone, paper and ceramics, not to mention traditional products like gilders clay, oil
size and gilding tools. All Kolner products are
available exclusively through Sepp Leaf Products (see the Sepp ad on the back cover).

Traditional water gilding consists of gesso and bole.
The gesso is applied to a wood surface and then the clay
(bole) is applied over the gesso. The bole gets sanded and
polished. This surface is then coated with gilder’s liquor,
made from water and alcohol. The liquor stimulates the
glue in the bole and the leaf sticks to the surface. When
the surface has dried, an agate burnisher is rubbed on the
gold surface to polish the leaf. What the agate is really doing is compressing the bole and gold layers. Water gilding
is more detailed than this, but I have simplified it for our
discussion.
Oil gilding or “mordant gilding” is the application of an
oil varnish or acrylic “size” applied over any non-porous
surface like paint, shellac etc. When it comes to “tack” it’s
ready to accept the leaf. The way to achieve the most brilliance in oil gilding is to gild a surface that is as smooth
and as shiny as possible. In general, a slow oil size will
gild brighter than quick oil size, which in turn will gild
brighter than a traditional acrylic size. No agate is used, it
will only scratch the leaf and size.

3. Apply activator when the Instacoll has dried.
It can be applied up to 1 year later. Use a synthetic fiber brush or a lint free cloth soaked
with activator. Apply a thin coat of activator
on an area that can be gilded within 60 minutes. Wait until the activator has dried, about
15 minutes. Instacoll’s tack is so faint and dry
that you really can’t feel it. So it’s best to rely
on the clock. Do not touch the activated area
as this will decrease the leaf adhesion. The activator is clear, so make sure you have coated
the whole area you want to gild.

2. The Instacoll base is available in yellow and
clear. Thin the base 3-5% with water, 5-10%
if spraying with a HVLP gun. Apply the base
generously and evenly with a Kolner synthetic
fiber brush to avoid brush marks. Make as few
passes as possible to minimize brush strokes.
Let dry 1-3 hours before applying a second
coat. After applying the last coat let the base
dry for 1-3 hours. It will take a little practice
to get used to applying the base. Like any water based product it sets up fairly quickly.

Instacoll is not like other sizes. It’s a two part
water-based system that consists of a base and
an activator. It is great for both interior and
exterior projects. First you apply 1-2 layers of
the base. When dry, you apply a coat of activator. The activator stimulates the base coat. The
activator will dry in about 15 minutes. You are
now ready to gild for about 1 hour. You will
not feel any tack as you would with traditional
size so you have to watch the clock to see when
your hour is up. For continuous gilding just
keep applying the activator about every 30-45
minutes. Always let the activator dry before
applying the leaf or you will get a dull mark.
Never let the activator touch the leaf or it will
make a permanent stain.

Above - Victory Column in Berlin Germany
Left - Close-up detail of Victory
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There is a gilding size that many gilders have
not heard of. It was developed by Kolner in
1990 for interior and exterior gilding projects.
It is called Instacoll and it achieves a super
shiny, mirror gloss finish as bright as traditionally burnished gold. Instacoll has been fully
tested since 1990 and meets the requirements
for long lasting exterior gilding. Instacoll was
used on the 2583 sq.ft. Victory Column in
Berlin in 2010.The Berlin State Heritage Department decided to use Instacoll because of
the durability it has shown for the last 27 years
on exterior gilded projects. It has recently been
used on the Academy of the arts in Dresden
as well.

Let’s go over each step
in detail
1. Prepare the surface as you would for oil
gilding. The surface should be clean and free
of oils, dust and dirt. Prime the surface with
an appropriate primer. A high gloss finish is
recommended. Lightly abrade the surface with
an ultra-fine scuff pad like ScotchBrite.
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Continued
4. Now it’s time to gild. Since the tack is so dry you need to press firmly
on the leaf to get the leaf to stick to the surface. I find that patent leaf
works extremely well as one can press down on the transfer paper. For
loose leaf it’s best to use the Kolner Burnishing Chamois (an ultra-soft
and lint free cloth) to press down on the leaf. For working on surfaces
with relief, Kolner has a tool called the Gilding Presser that you can use
to push the leaf into recesses.

When you have covered the surface with leaf, take the Kolner burnishing chamois and press down on the leaf overlaps to make sure you have
full contact with the surface. If you have any “holidays” or gaps, apply
leaf to those areas and press down with the transfer paper and then with
the chamois. Then, using gentle pressure with the chamois, rub the surface in a circular motion to improve adhesion and remove excess leaf.
In the process, the leaf will become as bright as traditionally burnished
gold.

I’d like to introduce another Kolner product
called Instacoll Matt. Matt works the same way as
the Instacoll base except that it produces a matte
finish. It can be applied over the Instacoll base or
mixed with the base to achieve different degrees
of brilliance. The Matt can also be applied over
the base to produce decorative designs with matte
and burnished effects like a water gilded picture
frame. Apply the Matt the same way as the base
and let dry 1-3 hours. Instacoll Matt is for interior
use only and is orange in color.

2018 Calendar of Events
Eagle Performing Arts and Conference Center
Feb 9 - 11 & 16 - 18 ~ Four Weddings and an Elvis Dinner Theater
April 6 - 8 & 12 - 15 ~ Making God Laugh Dinner Theater
October 19 - 21 & 25 - 28 ~ Bingo the Winning Musical Dinner Theater
Nov. 29 - Dec 2 & Dec. 6 - 10 ~ It’s A Wonderful Life: A Live Radio Play Dinner Theater
pontiaceagle.com

For gilding with heavy weight gold (20gm/1000
leaves or higher), use Instacoll HA (high adhesion). It provides a slightly stronger adhesion for
the heavier gold. The HA is also available in gray
for palladium and silver. HA must dry a minimum of 48 hours before it can be activated with
the Instacoll Activator HA.
Some practice may be needed to master the Instacoll gilding system, but after a few test pieces
you will enjoy the benefits and brilliant sheen all
gilders hope to achieve.

Vermillion Players Summer in the Park Season
July 11 - 15 ~ Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat
August 9 - 12 ~ Shrek the Musical
vermillionplayers.com
Threshermen’s Park
August 30 - September 3 ~ 70th Annual Threshermen's Reunion
threshermensreunion.org
Be sure to visit all of the outstanding attractions too!
Route 66 Hall of Fame & Museum
Pontiac Oakland Auto Museum
Livingston County War Museum

Museum of Gilding Arts
Art Cars on Display
Murals on Main Street Tour

a

Items available from The Society of Gilders shop

Above - Everything you will need for an Instacoll shine!
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The SOG Apron
One size fits all, in deep blue with the SOG
logo embroidered in gold. $30 includes
shipping.

Past TIP Articles
Individual articles from all past issues of The Gilders
Tip. Download available for $3 to $5 each, just follow the
instructions on the web site.

The SOG Tee
Black cotton with SOG logo in golden
yellow on front, sleeve and back. S, M, L,
XL, and 2XL. $25 includes shipping.

Ordering:
For more information on these items and to order, go to:
www.societyofgilders.org
Or call in your order to - (888) 991-7676
All prices subject to change.
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